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Abstract
Pre-trained word embeddings are widely used for transfer
learning in natural language processing. The embeddings are
continuous and distributed representations of the words that
preserve their similarities in compact Euclidean spaces. How-
ever, the dimensions of these spaces do not provide any clear
interpretation. In this study, we have obtained supervised pro-
jections in the form of the linear keyword-level classifiers
on word embeddings. We have shown that the method cre-
ates interpretable projections of original embedding dimen-
sions. Activations of the trained classifier nodes correspond
to a subset of the words in the vocabulary. Thus, they behave
similarly to the dictionary features while having the merit of
continuous value output. Additionally, such dictionaries can
be grown iteratively with multiple rounds by adding expert
labels on top-scoring words to an initial collection of the key-
words. Also, the same classifiers can be applied to aligned
word embeddings in other languages to obtain corresponding
dictionaries. In our experiments, we have shown that initializ-
ing higher-order networks with these classifier weights gives
more accurate models for downstream NLP tasks. We fur-
ther demonstrate the usefulness of supervised dimensions in
revealing the polysemous nature of a keyword of interest by
projecting it’s embedding using learned classifiers in different
sub-spaces.
Introduction
Semantic representation of the words is the key ingredi-
ent to improve the performance of modern NLP systems.
Mikalov et. al. (2013) presented word2vec algorithm to learn
word representations from unsupervised corpora via lan-
guage modeling tasks. Learned word representations pre-
serve co-occurrence relationships in terms of cosine simi-
larity. These dense representations are more compact than
prior bag of word methods (Joachims 1998),(McCallum and
Nigam 1998) while providing transfer learning capability,
thanks to learned similarities across the words. However,
since the word vectors are obtained in an unsupervised set-
ting, the dimensions are not well aligned with the final task.
Thus, in practice, neural networks are designed by adding
layers on top of pre-trained word embeddings. Although, the
representations in the new layers are optimized for the de-
sired task, they are also not easily interpretable. In the case
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Figure 1: Visualization of our proposed method on toy ex-
ample. The words lying in two dimensional embedding
space are projected into supervised dimensions for topic
sports and animal.
of simple linear dense layers, some dimensions could be ob-
served as near-duplicates in terms of word activations while
other dimensions activate on very rare words. This interpre-
tation is more difficult when LSTM or CNN architectures
are used. Additionally, transferring them to different tasks is
difficult due to their highly optimized nature. In our study,
we investigated the semantically meaningful projections in
the embedding space. These projections are learned by key-
word level supervision by labeling a few keywords. Thus,
we used the term ”supervised dimensions” to refer to these
projections throughout the paper.
Figure 1 gives an overview of supervised dimensions with
the help of a toy example. In this figure, the words origi-
nally lie in two-dimensional embedding space. They are pro-
jected into two supervised dimensions for sports and animal
respectively. These dimensions provide a direct interpreta-
tion of target words. In this particular case, SD1 is trained
for keywords related to sports and hence the projection of
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word bat is closer to ball in this dimension compared to the
projection of word fly. On the other hand, SD2 is trained
for keywords related to the animal category. Hence for this
dimension, projections of bat and fly are closer to each
other compared to bat and ball. This toy example further
demonstrates that supervised dimensions can be used to de-
tect the polysemous nature of the words. In the original em-
bedding space, bat is equally close to the words ball and fly.
Whereas, supervised dimension moves the word bat closer
to either ball or fly depending on whether it represent topic
sports or animal respectively. In other words, specific pro-
jections of the embedding space reveal different senses of
the same word.
The benefit of having this supervision to obtained projec-
tions is keeping dimensions aligned in a semantically coher-
ent way. One such interesting by-product is to obtain groups
of semantically similar words which we call ”semantic dic-
tionaries”. The prediction on remaining word embeddings
gives the probability of words belonging to the same class
of the words in the positive labeled set. Note that as op-
posed to topic models the probabilities on words are not
normalized (Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003), hence each super-
vised dimension can be treated independently and does not
influence the order of words in any other projection. Sort-
ing the words according to probabilities creates an opportu-
nity to refine supervision further to curate a semantic dictio-
nary on the target topic. We also note that the dictionaries,
in this case, could be represented with a single vector in em-
bedding space. Owing to its similarity to topic modeling,
supervised dimensions can be further used to obtain docu-
ment representations in this curated semantic representation
space. By aligning words embeddings in another language, it
is further possible to obtain semantic dictionaries in that lan-
guage without necessarily retraining supervised dimensions.
We have demonstrated this capability by aligning word em-
beddings of English and German language. The supervised
dimensions are learned in English and semantic dictionaries
are curated automatically in German language. Due to their
coherent structure, supervised dimensions are easily trans-
ferable to different tasks. For example, it is straightforward
to initialize trainable layers of higher-order networks using
the learned weights of these linear projections. In this study,
we have experimented addition of supervised dimensions
on smoking status identification from radiology reports. We
have observed that supervised dimensions improve the F1
score in various network configurations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we briefly review related work and identify their
similarities and differences to our method. Section 3 de-
scribes the method and implementation details. Later, we
demonstrate the applications and insights of supervised di-
mensions. We finally conclude the paper with some discus-
sions and provide future directions.
Related Work
Thanks to very large publicly available corpora, unsuper-
vised learning of word representations capture comprehen-
sive relationship metric across the words. Utilizing these
representations on downstream NLP tasks provides addi-
tional gains in the evaluation measures (Kim 2014). Un-
supervised training is usually achieved by language mod-
eling related tasks. In particular, word2vec (Mikolov et al.
2013) learns word vectors that can predict the central word
from the neighboring words within a certain distance from
the central word, or that can predict neighboring words
from central word using a single layer neural network. In
later studies, more advanced models are proposed to pro-
duce contextual word embeddings that have been shown
to perform better in subsequent tasks (Peters et al. 2018;
Devlin et al. 2018; Yang et al. 2019).
In practice, trainable layers are added on top of pre-
trained embeddings. These trainable layers transform word
embeddings in highly non-linear fashion for the final task
at hand. As a result, added layers of the network activate
on a specific portion of the original word embedding space.
These activations correspond to sub-set of words in vocabu-
lary that could be treated as topics or dictionaries. However,
there is no explicit control over these features. To have the
desired control on activation behavior lexicon dictionaries
could be curated. Words could be added or removed in this
case. However, collecting a dictionary for the required task
is a time-consuming process. Thus, semi-automatic ways of
curation based on word embeddings have appeared in the
literature. For example, the automation of suggesting new
keywords into a dictionary named as term set expansion was
suggested by (Mamou et al. 2018). In our setting, we are us-
ing a simple linear logistic classifier to train each feature. In
this study, we investigate different properties of these projec-
tions and the utilization of the projections in a higher-order
network.
Our method is also related to topic models. Similar to
topic models, supervised dimensions provide features to rep-
resent documents at a more abstract level (Blei, Ng, and Jor-
dan 2003). To obtain topics, topic models are trained in un-
supervised fashion on a text corpus. During inference, com-
puted topics can be used to represent documents in the test
set. However, these topics are generally not optimized for the
final task. For example, medical words may be grouped into
one topic, but cardiovascular diseases will not likely have
an independent topic. In other words, it is very difficult to
control the model to have a dedicated topic for cardiovas-
cular diseases. Increasing the granularity of the topics not
only reduces the quality of desired topics but also introduces
many unwanted topics as well. In a recent study Dieng et.
al. (2019) demonstrated a generative topic model on word
embedding spaces . They have utilized the log-linear model
with topics in word embedding space. However, it inherits
the unsupervised nature of LDA topic models.
Post-processing of word embeddings for various purposes
is considered in the literature. Unsupervised dimensional-
ity reduction methods via autoencoder or PCA, (Raunak,
Gupta, and Metze 2019; Tissier, Gravier, and Habrard 2018)
approaches have been utilized. In our study, we focus more
on utilizing supervision information to extract interpretable
dimensions.
Iterative Supervision
Classifier
AIDS 0.984
Pneumonia 0.983
Cancer 0.980
Hypertension 0.979
Emphysema 0.977
pneumonia 0.970
effusion 0.969
Diabetes 0.967
hypertension 0.958
emphysema 0.955
Fibrosis 0.949
metastasis 0.946
Lymphoma 0.942
Metastasis 0.940
Effusion 0.938
Predictions
cancer+
pneumonia+
contusion+
effusion+
apple-
emphysema+
diagnosis-
Liver-
diagnosis-
lung-
Examples
Pretrained Word Vectors
Words Vectors
Cancer
Pneumonia
Smoker
[0.1 0.2 ….]
[0.1 0.3 ….]
[0.2 0.2 ….]
Figure 2: Active learning method to learn supervised linear
projections of embedding space
In our setting, we propose to use linear projections of
word embeddings by training binary classifiers. These clas-
sifiers are trained with active learning supervision on nor-
malized vectors as shown in Figure 2. The normalization en-
sures that the linear classifier produces similar results on the
words having higher cosine similarities. Therefore, words
having similar themes to positive words will have higher
scores according to the classifier. Also, since the normal-
ized word vectors lie on a hyper-sphere, each classifier cor-
responds to a hyper-cap geometrically. Logistic regression
is used as the classifier model. However, any other linear
model would be equally applicable.
In the initial stage of the algorithm, a few positive key-
words that belong to the same topic are provided. In addition
to the positive samples, randomly sampled negative words
are added to train a binary logistic regression. Then, the lo-
gistic regression classifier provides the prediction probabili-
ties on each of the remaining words in the vocabulary. After
sorting these words, the top-scoring words are added to the
initial set of positive keywords. Subsequent iterations usu-
ally provide negative examples as well. This process is re-
peated for a few iterations to finally obtain the classifiers.
Both generalization level of the projection and theme of the
projection is managed by adding positive or negative key-
words.
Applications of Supervised Dimensions
In this section, we have demonstrated different applications
of supervised dimensions. In our experiments, we have used
scikit-learn linear logistic regression model with a positive
class weight of 2 to enhance the effect of positive words. We
have used top 250k words of Fasttext Common Crawl word
embeddings (Joulin et al. 2017) after L2 normalization.
Embeddings
Dense: Supervised Dense: Unsupervised
BiLSTM
BiLSTM
Dense
…
Figure 3: Multi-layer BiLSTM network with supervised and
unsupervised dimensions
Transfer Learning
Transfer learning is a common practice in standard NLP
tasks where-in the weights of some or whole of the neu-
ral network are learned on tasks for wherein large datasets
are readily available, for instance, language modeling. Sub-
sequently, the network structure is modified to meet the
needs of downstream tasks and they are fine-tuned with
task-specific loss functions. In our network structure, we
have used multi-layer BiLSTM on top of concatenated
transformed embeddings from unsupervised and supervised
dense layers as shown in Figure 3. Trained logistic regres-
sion functions could be used as nodes in this network by
replacing the weights of dense layers with that of learned
keyword classifiers. Activation functions could be changed
since the underlying linear initialization provides a neces-
sary base for subsequent training. We observed that allow-
ing these weights to be trainable provides additional per-
formance gains. Besides the supervised dimensions, adding
randomly initialized unsupervised dense layer improves the
overall accuracy. Dropout is utilized to regularize the net-
work.
We have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed
scheme on smoking status identification task in medical
report sentences. In this problem, we classified sentences
that are relevant to smoking into four different smoking
status namely ”previous smoker”, ”non-smoker”, ”current-
smoker” and ”unknown”. Relevant sentences are selected by
certain keywords that are indicative of smoking status from
the reports. NLTK word tokenizer is used for the tokeniza-
tion of the report. We measured F1 score to assess the per-
formance for standard BiLSTM network, BiLSTM network
with unsupervised dense layer on top of word embeddings
and BiLSTM with a combination of supervised and unsuper-
vised dense layers. Our dataset contains 3846 examples. We
used 5-fold cross-validation with 20 repetitions and reported
the average for each configuration. Adam optimizer with a
learning rate of 10−3 is used as an optimization method.
Figure 4: Change in classification F1 under different net-
work configurations
We have increased the number of BiLSTM layers and
have measured the performance of three architectures across
all the settings. As can be seen in Figure 4, just adding more
BiLSTM layers does not help to improve the accuracy no-
tably after the second layer. On the other hand, adding a
dense layer on top of word embeddings, provide a boost
on performance. Furthermore, initializing dense layers with
weights of the linear keyword-level classifiers provides ad-
ditional performance gains suggesting the transfer learning
capability of supervised dimensions.
The dense layer activations in this experiment can be pre-
computed since every word corresponds to a unique value.
Thus our method can be considered as augmentation of word
embedding dimensions via informative interpretable projec-
tions.
Dictionary Curation
One can directly benefit from proposed supervised dimen-
sions by allowing curation of a topic-specific dictionary.
This can be achieved by getting predictions of the words in
the embedding database as described in the previous section.
Later, a threshold value can be used to get a complete word
list. These vocabularies can be used in keyword searches or
named entity recognition tasks later.
The central question for dictionary curation is how accu-
rately the learned linear classifiers can predict the unlabeled
part. To conduct a performance evaluation on these classi-
fiers, we kept 10% of the annotated keywords for valida-
tion. We have calculated F1 scores for 30 different classifiers
based on our data and calculated micro and macro averages
as shown in Table 1. The results suggest that our proposed
method can be used to create topic-specific dictionaries with
highly coherent structure among words.
Table 1: Data statistics and performance of the dictionary
curation
# POSITIVE EXAMPLES 32686
# NEGATIVE EXAMPLES 15774
MICRO AVERAGE F1 0.9102
MACRO AVERAGE F1 0.8775
Dictionary Curation on Multiple Languages Another
by-product of supervised dimensions is getting dictionar-
ies in other languages without retraining the classifiers. The
trained classifier in one language works on multiple lan-
guages if the underlying word embeddings are aligned. To
demonstrate this, we have trained a classifier with three pos-
itive words ”smoking”, ”smoker” and ”tobacco” in English
and we have used the same classifier on aligned word em-
beddings of German and Dutch. We have sorted words based
on their probabilities. The top 8 candidates are shown in Ta-
ble 2. All words displayed in the table are relevant to smok-
ing. It can be seen that supervised dimensions could reduce
the efforts to scale models to multiple languages consider-
ably.
Polysemy Representations
Different projections of the same keyword contain different
meanings in the word vector space. In other words, cosine
similarities among words are different in sub-spaces. This
can be verified by training specific supervised dimensions
with a few keywords. In our experiment, we used 3 positive
keywords with random negative samples on 3 supervised di-
mensions. Top 8 positive candidates after applying projec-
tion on the remaining words in the vocabulary are shown
in Table 3. On the left side, seed keywords are shown. For
example, the word ”play” means a baseball-related concept
in the first line whereas it corresponds to art in the second.
Both dimensions will be activated for the occurrence of the
word ”play” in the input text indicating its polysemous char-
acter. Similarly, the word ”bat” provides different top scor-
ing words in the context of ”animal” and ”play” respectively
again indicating its polysemous nature.
Interpretation of Supervised Dimensions
In this section, we will demonstrate the interpretability of
supervised dimensions with the help of a few concrete ex-
amples.
Activated words in Dense layer outputs
To check the coherency of supervised dimensions, we in-
vestigated dense layer outputs and collected words that trig-
ger various dimensions in dense layers. For this task, we
have used the same network trained for classification task
in the smoking status identification experiment. We selected
three relevant dimensions from the dense layer initialized
with learned classifier weights and identified the top scoring
words for those dimensions. Similarly, we identified the top
scoring words from three output nodes of the dense layer
with random initialization (unsupervised).
Table 2: Multi language dictionary curation
EN SMOKING, SMOKER, TOBACCO, SMOKERS, SMOKE, CIGARETTES, CIGARETTE, SMOKING
DE RAUCHEN, RAUCHEN, RAUCHER, GERAUCHT, RAUCHENS, ZIGARETTEN, ZIGARETTE, RAUCHT
NL ROKEN, ROKER, SIGARETTEN, GEROOKT, ROOKT, SIGARET, TABAK, ROKEN
Table 3: Projection with trained classifiers uncovers hidden polysemy in word vectors
PLAY + BAT + RUN PLAYING, RUNS, PLAYS, PLAYED, RUNNING, PALY, GAME, GO
PLAY + SCRIPT + ART SCRIPTS, SCRIPTING, PLAYS, PLAYWRITING, SCRIPT., THEATRE, PLAYING, ARTWORK
BAT + ANIMAL + FLY BATS, FLIES, BIRD, FLYING, MAMMAL, ANIMALS, INSECT, BAT
Table 4: Supervised dimensions keep the topics consistent while unsupervised dimensions are not easily interpretable
CURRENT CONTINUES, CONSTANT, CONSTANTLY, CONTINUOUS, FREQUENT, CONTINUOUSLY, CONTINUAL, ONGOING
FAMILY MOTHER, FATHER, GRANDMOTHER, DAD, GRANDMOTHER, GRANDFATHER, MOTHERS, GRANDCHILD
NEGATION ANYTING, CANT, WONT, NO, CANNOT, CANNOT, NOTHING, ANTHING, DOESNT, WOULDNT
UNSUPERVISED WHINER, MEANIE, YOUNGLING, FRO, CRANKY, KALOS, TUMMY, WHINY
UNSUPERVISED READOUT, FS, TRK, HV, LV, TRANSPONDER, HEADING, MEDIUM, FLX, GO-TO
UNSUPERVISED HELP, HELP, MOLO, STABILIZE, EXPANDING, ENVISION, TRILLION, BRAINSTORM
Figure 5: t-SNE plot using original word embeddings
We observed that supervised dimensions provide more co-
herent topics as shown in first three lines of the Table 4. In-
terestingly, even after fine-tuning with downstream classifi-
cation task, those dimensions mostly preserve the original
topic for which they were trained. On the other hand, unsu-
pervised dimensions provide no coherence structure among
words activated.
Figure 6: t-SNE plot using supervised dimensions
t-SNE Visualizations
Another interesting direction to understand interpretability
of supervised projections is using t-SNE plot. We have cho-
sen an example chest report from mtsamples 1 and taken the
unique words in the report2. The Figure 5 shows the t-SNE
visualization of word embeddings in the original embedding
1https://www.mtsamples.com/
2Stop word removal is not necessary since each word is taken
only once in this experiment.
space with perplexity value of 15. The embeddings are pre-
serving similarities, i.e similar words are close to each other
in low dimensional projection using t-SNE. However there is
no significant cluster that emerges in the projections. On the
other side, as show in Figure 6 for t-SNE projections of su-
pervised dimensions, the words are nicely grouped accord-
ing to classifiers which are represented in different colors.
The words are assigned to the classifier that correspond to
the maximum value of activation. Some related groups are
clustered together e.g. symptoms, diseases and anatomies.
For some words in the report, the maximum activation value
is below .5. They are not assigned to any classifier and are
shown with dark blue color in the plot. We further note that
they comprise of stop words mostly for which we did not
train any explicit classifier.
Topic modeling
Figure 7: Scatter plot of medical reports using two super-
vised dimensions
As we have shown in the previous subsection, we can ob-
tain semantic representation for every word by projecting
embeddings into supervised dimensions in a document. Sim-
ilarly, we can compute the document-level semantic repre-
sentation by taking the average representation of the words
in that document. To demonstrate this method, we investi-
gated the representations of medical corpora using two su-
pervised dimensions. We have sampled 5 lung radiology re-
ports, 5 breast radiology reports, and 5 other medical reports
from mtsamples. Then, we have trained the supervised di-
mensions for the breast and lung-related topics with 25 pos-
itive keywords. We calculated the logistic regression clas-
sification probabilities for every word in the reports while
removing stop words. Lastly, we have taken the average of
these probabilities in each report. As a result, every report is
represented by two dimensions.
The resulting representations are shown in Figure 7. The
transverse axis of the plot corresponds to the breast feature
value, and the vertical axis is the lung feature value. As can
be seen in the figure, the reports can be mostly clustered
in the three groups corresponding to breast, lung, and the
other. To visualize the ground truth labels, we colored the
points corresponding to the lung reports in green, breast in
red and the others in blue. The lung feature is discriminative
for the lung reports. The breast feature is generally more
active, only failing in the first report. When we looked at this
first report, there are mentions of the chest which typically
appear in lung reports as well. Similarly, the ”other” reports
are mostly inactive for these two features.
Conclusion
We have investigated the use of linear supervised keyword
classifiers on word embeddings to obtain meaningful projec-
tions of word embeddings in a low dimensional space. We
have shown that these supervised dimensions are not only
more interpretable but can also be used in transfer learn-
ing to get additional gains in downstream NLP tasks. Fur-
thermore, as these classifiers can be trained iteratively in an
active learning framework, it can be used to create lexicon
dictionaries. Finally, we demonstrated interpretations of the
supervised dimensions on word activations and document
representations.
One of the future directions is to investigate the use of su-
pervised dimensions to reduce the size of the embedding ma-
trices for model compression. Also, our analysis shows that
explicitly contextualized word embeddings are not neces-
sary to encode polysemy. However, contextualized word em-
beddings can create conditional activations that could help to
detect phrases.
We would further like to inform our readers that the pre-
sented work is for research, and neither for diagnostic use
nor use in products.
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